MAY 2010 BACCALEAUREATE STUDENTS GRADUATING WITH ACADEMIC DISTINCTION

THE STUDENTS LISTED BELOW WILL BE RECOGNIZED WITH THE FOLLOWING HONORS AT THE MAY 2010 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. THESE STUDENTS GRADE POINT AVERAGES AS OF THE 12TH CLASS DAY REFLECTED THE REQUIRED GRADE POINT AVERAGE TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR LATIN HONORS AT COMMENCEMENT. PLEASE NOTE THAT THE CURRENT GRADES WILL NOT BE REFLECTED IN THIS RECOGNITION AT COMMENCEMENT, HOWEVER, THE FINAL LATIN HONOR POSTED TO THE ACADEMIC RECORD WILL REFLECT THE CURRENT SEMESTER GRADES. ADDITIONALLY, WE HAVE LISTED THE STUDENT WHOSE NAME HAS BEEN TURNED IN BY THEIR DEPARTMENT FOR ACADEMIC DISTINCTION.

CUM LAUDE

James Neil Almack
Kelly Lindsey Archer
Janis Foster Avery
Brandi Deshotel Avila
Julieta Banda
Mary M. Baros
Jessica Jo Beard
Andrea Leigh Bellamy
Christina Nicole Bishop
Bethany Nicol Blair
Brittneye Anne Bleikamp
Christina Angela Braeking
Samantha Dane Brooks
Sarah Grace Broxson
Kelsey Anne Buffolano
Maria Carmen Carter
Kaedy G. Cherry
Adam Christopher Chitta
Mitzi F. Cole
Carrie Anna Cunningham
Jacob Thomas Daniels
Reyna Lizania De la Cruz
Clark E. Dean
Darlene Beth Dodson
Lauren Macale Ellis
Andrew Connor Enriquez
Gilbert Flores Espinoza
Emmanuel Ramiro Farciert
Tony Ryan Favara
Anna Elizabeth Ferguson
Courtney Ann Flessas
Rachel Elizabeth Fly
Allison Christine Forsythe
Justyn Kyle Gavina
Travis John Gaynor
Oscar N. Gomez
Leea Marie Gregory
Kevin Alan Grier
Kyle Edward Guess
Christopher Douglas Hale
Leigh M. Harrison
Mandy L. Harrison
Bridget Marie Hays
Luis E. Hernandez
Tania Lizeth Hernandez
Rachel Louise Hornung
Erin Calla Huff
Sayumi Inada
Jason Alan Johnson
Melissa Kay Joiner
Daniel Edward Jones
Ashley Ryane Juge
Blaine Steven Juneau
Justin Neal Kelly
Matthew Ryan Kershaw
Jason Douglas Lamb
Duane Karl Langer
Shannon R. Lewis
Faith Pauline Looten
Sarah Bethellen March
Sarah Elizabeth Martin
Kiara Yadette Martinez
Clarita Michel Mayorga
Marcia Kay McConnell
Shannon Nichole McDonald
April Lindsey McLean
Kelly Patricia McQuerry
Sofia Victoria Mendez
Charity A. Moore
Lakeisha Raeshelle Moore
Charles Reshaud Morgan
Aaron David Morgenroth
Andrew Stephen Mustain
Jonathan Blake Myers
Diane Louise Nailor
Adrian Louis Patschke
Maria Dolores Pena
Heather Renee Pope
Emilie Carol Rascher
Lindsey Anne Remmert
Kyle Alan Rhodes
Ruben Anthony Rodriguez
Kathleen Nicole Sanders
Maegan Ashley Schmidt
Nelson Courtland Sheppard

STUDENTS GRADUATING WITH HONORS LISTED ABOVE, WILL BE CORDED ON STAGE AT COMMENCEMENT. THE CORD IS PROVIDED BY SAM HOUSTON STATE UNIVERSITY.
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Brittny Regine Singleton  Cole Parker Anderson  Chaelea Shae Johnson
Nathan Alexander Stanaland  Sarah Courtney Bailey  David Lynn Justice
Kristin Marie Stevenson  Amanda Nicole Bankston  Kristina Eileen Kee
Joshua Ryder Stone  Abigail Elaine Beard  Anna B. King
Holly Renee Stover  Kathleen Arens Black  Veronica Suzanna Lacombe
Caitlin Elizabeth Strohbehn  Leah Michelle Brewer  Veronica Joy Long
Andrew Milton Charles Taylor  Monique Rochelle Broussard
Aubrey Marie Thorp  Monica Rae Brown
Jon Langdon Tilley  Danielle Jade Brummett
Kendra Irene Tolmsoff  Sarah Elizabeth Carlisle
Andrew Leslie Topa  Robyn Lynn Cash
Laurie Torkildsen  Britnee Janay Chism
Matheus M.B. Tozzi  Bryan Christopher Crom
Jennifer Elizabeth Tucker  Dylan Christopher Croy
Cassie Leigh Varnado  Erica Raquel Delano
Heather Nicole Vincent  Rachel Noel Denson
Debra Ann Voss  Travis James Dixon
Alacita Marie Voth  Fidel Esparza III
Karen B. Waughtal  Corinne Elizabeth Fair
Josephine Jenni Mae Weeks  Matthew Jordan Goehring
Morgan Alexandra White  Mitchell Charles Greco
Patrick Jules White  Sean Gregory Griffin
Gloria Maychung Wong  Kristen Michael Guillen

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Angelica Guadalupe Adame  Jessica Marie Hawley
Mayra Cristina Alvarado  Hannah Christine Heger

Megan Lee Hilker  Tiffany Danielle Hotchkiss
Whitney Loren Hunt  Heather Ashley Itzen
Irving Paul Ray
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Rachel Elizabeth Renshaw
Johnna Nicole Reynolds
Kathryn Anne Rhoades
Gerald Anthony Rogers
Matthew Lee Rogers
Chad Martin Ruprecht
Vanessa Lynn Ryman
Matthew Bradley Schielack
Amanda Jo Schmitt
Gregory D. Schroll
Morgan Jaye Scoppa
Jennifer A. Setera
Phillip Charles Shasteen
Christina Gail Shuffield
Melissa Lynn Smith
Karla Nicole Vyoral
Rachel Dawn Weiser
Carol Garver Wendelberger
Diane Lee Werner
Aimee Mairi Wetzel
Meagan Nicole Whitmire
Heather Deann Witte
Michael Richard Woodruff

Cheryl Ann Barker
Crystal Lynn Barnes
Stefanie Brooke Bass
Kelly Jenkins Bentsen
Joanne Elizabeth Blackwell
Sherah Brooklynne Bortz
Lyndee M. Bullock
William Charles Capps
Avis Loren Mary Chambers
Shirley-Anne Regnier Classen
Laura Elizabeth Collier
Nattalie Annette Colwell
Edward S. Croy
Adriel De La Cruz
Jim Shane Dixon
Caleb Gregory Epnett
Avery Jonathan Espinoza
Cristina Alyssa Flores
Emily Jean Flower
Edna Garcia
Darline Marie Garrett
Lori Jean Greer
Mark Steven Hainline
Elizabeth Jean Jackson
Laken Rebecca Jenkins
Christina Marie Johnstone
James Patrick Kelly Jr.
Marie C. Krouse
Brittany Elaine Litaker

Alice L. Lothman
Catherine Louise Mason
Rebecca Lynn McNair
Valerie Beth Merkel
Amelia Lauren Moore
Jana Kay Moore
Shandi Renea Nettles
Jessica Danielle Norman
Ashley Janice Pipkin
Dominic Antonio Pollone
Samuel Adam Presley
Christopher William Rahlwes
Rachel Marie Schmid
Kristen Lynn Schroeder
Ashley Gale Sharver
Rebecca Joy Shenk
Brittany Rykiel Smith
Kenneth Anthony Stavinoha
Elizabeth Anne Underwood
Brittany Leigh Wallace
James Paul Williams Jr.
Susan Shultz Wilson
Reesa Jaine Wykes

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Naybi Estefania Aguiar Rubio
Jason David Archer

With Academic Distinction In:
No names have been submitted to the Registrar’s Office.
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HONORS/HONORS PROGRAM
No names have been submitted to the Registrar’s Office.

HIGHEST HONORS/HONORS PROGRAM
STUDENTS GRADUATING FROM THE HONORS PROGRAM WILL ALSO BE RECOGNIZED AT COMMENCEMENT. HOWEVER, THOSE NAMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE AT THE TIME THIS LIST WAS COMPOSED.
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